AFM Class of 2018: Degree Checklist

SPECIFIC COURSE REQUIREMENTS

1. Specifically identified AFM courses
   - AFM 101
   - AFM 102
   - AFM 131
   - AFM 121
   - One of AFM 202, 203 or 204
   - One of AFM 272 or AFM 273
   - AFM 211
   - AFM 231
   - AFM 241
   - AFM 291
   - AFM 311
   - One of AFM 274 or AFM 372
   - AFM 280 or MSCI 211
   - AFM 373
   - AFM 391
   - One of AFM 434 or AFM 478
   - One of AFM 411 or AFM 412
   - AFM 333 (or AFM 434, AFM 478, ECON 231 or PSCI 281)

2. Specifically identified non-AFM courses
   - ECON 101
   - ECON 102
   - MATH 109
   - INSTS 101
   - STAT 211
   - SPCOM 111
   - ECON 344

OTHER NON-COURSE SPECIFIC DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

- One approved language of culture course (approved language and culture courses listed in BAFM Degree Requirements in Undergraduate Calendar)
  - Satisfied by: _______________________

- Five additional AFM courses at the 300 level or above
  - Satisfied by
    - Certified Professional Accounting (CPA) Specialization
    - Finance Specialization
    - 5 AFM courses as noted: __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

- Completion of 20 academic course units (i.e. 40 courses)
- Overall cumulative average of 60% (all courses – including electives)
- Major cumulative average of 70% (as defined in calendar: http://ugradcalendar.uwaterloo.ca/page/ARTS-BAFM-Degree-Requirements
- Four successfully completed co-op work terms (as defined in calendar) as well as their required work term reflections
- 4 PD courses (including PD 1 & PD2)

NOTES:

2. As of the 2015-2016 Undergraduate Calendar the highlighted courses have been removed as degree requirements. If you wish, you may opt into that Calendar (keeping in mind that you must have completed all other elements of that year’s specific degree requirements.)
3. It is your responsibility to know your degree requirements – this is simply an aid